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How adult’ education works: 

- explanation and demonstration -

Experience deals with 2 verbs: to do and to observe.

Dialogue is done between: oneself and the others.

Adults’ education is based on: 

experience and dialogue. 



Adults’ learning

The researches have identified four stages in adults’

education:

• uncompetent – unconscious: he doesn’t know what he

has to do, and he doesn’t realize that he doesn’t know this.

He behaves as an extraordinary VIP. (-) x (-) = (+);

• uncompetent – conscious: he is realistic about the fact

that he doesn’t know what to do, and he understands that

he could learn. This is a challenge.

• competent – conscious: the graduate. He knows he is

good, he has a document that proves this. (looks like

somebody who got the driving licence and asks for a car to

drive it.)

• competent – unconscious: those who do things

automatically, like the drivers who can listen to music while

driving. This is what was called metacognition.



The particularities of adults’ learning answer to 

the question: „WHAT do we want?”

We want… CASH:

Knowledge 

Attitudes 

Skills 

Habits 

So that, we graduate a training course 

with some knowledge and attitudes.



The Learning Cycle

(David KHOLB)

David KHOLB considers that there are four different

stages in adult learninng:

Concrete experience – the starting point of learning;

Reflection – when the gained experience gets

contur;

Abstraction – when you get experiences and set up

rules = stereotips. They can be changed by prejudices.

Active experimentation – when you can do

something in a different way.

After that, you get back to the first step,

“concrete experience”. And re-do the cycle.
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We can start learning from any point of the

cycle. It depends on everybody’s personality.

If you start from the abstract experience, you

have in mind the theory, then, you come to

the active experience. There are reflective

persons. They just stay, liten and reflect. The

place where ou start from is not important.



The learning style

You can check your learning style. 

WHAT to do:

Give points, from 4 (the higher level) to 1 (the lower level) to those items that correspond to your learning 

style. There is no good or bad answer. Just analyze yourself and write down the suitable numbers according 

to how is your learning style

Instructions:

There are 9 sets of 4 words each, on the same row. On the same row, give a number from 1 to 4 to each 

word, considering 4 the most appropriate to your style, 3 quite closer to your style, 2 rather away to, and 1 to 

the farthest. On the same row, the numbers from 1 to 4 can be used only once.

– discriminative – tempted – involved – practical

– receptive – relevant  – analytic – impartial/correct

– sensible – analytic – thinking – active

– accepting – risks taking – evaluative – conscious

– intuitive – productive – logical – questioning

– abstract – observing – concrete – active

– present focused – reflective – future focused – pragmatic

– experimentator     – observing – conceptual – activ

– intense – reserved/keep in shadow – rational – responsible

SCORE: count together all the points from the following rows.

CE (concrete experience):          2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 = ...................

RO (reflexiv - observator):        1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 = ...................

AC (abstract conceptual):         2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 = ....................

AE (experiment activ):              1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 = ...................

The bigger sum up, the learning style you have.


